The Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Clouds are emerging as a promising platform for the execution of resource demanding and computation intensive workflow applications. Scheduling the execution of scientific applications expressed as workflows on IaaS Clouds involves many uncertainties due to the variable and unpredictable performance of Cloud resources. These uncertainties are modeled by probability distribution functions in past researches or totally ignored in some cases. In this paper, we propose a novel robust deadline constrained workflow scheduling algorithm which handles the uncertainties in scheduling workflows in the IaaS Cloud environment. Our proposal is a static scheduling algorithm aimed at addressing the uncertainties related to: the estimation of task execution times; and, the delay in provisioning computational Cloud resources. The workflow scheduling problem was considered as a costoptimized, deadline-constrained optimization problem. Our uncertainty handling strategy was based on the consideration of knowledge of the interval of uncertainty, which we used to modeling the execution times rather than using a known probability distribution function or precise estimations which are known to be very sensitive to variations. Experimental evaluations using CloudSim with synthetic workflows of various sizes show that our proposal is robust to fluctuations in estimates of task runtimes and is able to produce high quality schedules that have deadline guarantees with minimal penalty cost trade-off depending on the length of the interval of uncertainty. Scheduling solutions for varying degrees of uncertainty resisted against deadline violations at runtime as against the static IC-PCP algorithm which could not guarantee deadline constraints in the face of uncertainty. key words:
Introduction
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds offer several technological advantages for the deployment of large-scale scientific applications due to the availability of on-demand, Manuscript easy to access, flexible and scalable computational resources charged on a pay-as-use basis. The infinite pool of Virtual Machine (VM) instances on offer makes it possible for workflow applications to be packed and deployed easily via a workflow management system. Hence scientific workflows modeled as a set of loosely coupled components with interconnected data-and control flow dependencies stand to benefit from being executed in the IaaS Cloud environment [1] . Their performance however depends on how the individual tasks are mapped (scheduled) on to the available parallel and distributed resources. In this regard, many heuristic and meta-heuristics algorithms have been proposed for solving this important NP-complete problem [2] . Workflow scheduling algorithms in many of the past researches were based on the large scale community grid and homogeneous clusters with limited resources. The IaaS Cloud environment however brings forth new challenges such as performance variability, the pay-as-use pricing model, and, dynamic provisioning of computational resources. Public Cloud Infrastructure are typically shared by many tenants, thus the contention due to multiple running applications could result to dynamically fluctuating delays. Furthermore, the heterogeneous nature of the computational resources could result to performance difference for the same application. Also, independent tasks in a workflow may share common input data files, thus the impact of data transfer times must be considered for performance efficient scheduling.
Traditionally in parallel and distributed environments, optimal workflow scheduling involves the minimization of completion time or makespan as the main scheduling objective. In the context of IaaS Clouds however, the computed mappings must additionally optimize the cost incurred by leased computational resources. Furthermore, scheduling policies need to employ user-centric policies driven by QoS principles and ensure deadline guarantees whilst scheduling. Such policies require the incorporation of strategies for handling uncertainties that result from variable and unpredictable performance of cloud resources in order to reflect real world scenarios. Of particular interest in this paper is scheduling policies that ensure application deadline constraints are met in the face of uncertainty in the IaaS clouds. There are only few studies in literature examining both uncertainty and deadline constraint for scheduling workflows in the IaaS Cloud context.
Precise performance estimation is hard to predict as many existing benchmarking studies show the existence of Copyright c 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers performance variability [3] even with identical Cloud VM instances. For example, Jackson et al. [4] report performance variation of up to 30% and 65% in execution time and data transfer time respectively for High Performance Computing (HPC) workloads executed in a public IaaS Cloud. Thus, the estimation of performance of Cloud resources and task processing times need to account for these uncertainties in the theoretical model for scheduling workflows. The work by Tchernykh et al. [5] also details the impact of uncertainty for IaaS Cloud resource provisioning. This requires countermeasures to be effected at the planning and scheduling stages to ensure deadlines are met. Many existing theoretical models however do not consider such uncertainties and assume that performance of Cloud resource and processing time can be precisely estimated. In addition, the elastic nature of the cloud makes it possible for computational resources to be acquired and released based on current demand to avoid unnecessary monetary and resource wastage. Thus the resources leased for executing a workflow need to be adjusted over time based on the application needs.
Thus we propose a robust Cloud infrastructure model for resource provisioning and workflow scheduling in IaaS Cloud. Our IaaS Cloud resource model considered the delay in VM start up and knowledge of the interval of uncertainty for the workflow tasks' execution times against using precise estimates. The minimum and maximum values possible are modeled as the lower and upper bounds of the task execution time respectively. Similar to the work in [6] , we also assume that the probability function of the distribution of the interval of uncertainty is unknown. Subsequently, our cost optimized deadline-constrained algorithm uses this model to generate a robust schedule that guarantees to meet the user specified deadlines at the least possible cost depending on the interval of uncertainty. Our proposed algorithm (referred to from now on as Robust Deadline Constrained (RDC) scheduling algorithm) is partly based on the IaaS Cloud Partial Critical Paths (IC-PCP) algorithm [7] . Our approach to the scheduling problem utilizes a deadline distribution strategy that deals with fluctuations in task processing time. In addition, the RDC provisioning and scheduling algorithm considers the existence of quotas which limits the total number of resources that can be provisioned simultaneously, and it includes a strategy for estimating the number of computational resources required for the initial resource pool to be used for scheduling.
It is important to note that there is no incentive to finish the application earlier than the specified deadline for deadline constrained applications. Meeting the application's deadline is however very critical. The performance of IC-PCP and other related scheduling algorithms in literature [8] is often based on optimizing makespan or cost and have been evaluated in the original publications presenting the work. Thus, comparing the results obtained using our proposed scheme to optimal makespan values is impracticable due to the NP-Completeness of the scheduling problem. Hence, we focus on assessing the effectiveness of our proposal in meeting deadlines in the face of uncertainty when compared to the existing IC-PCP scheduling algorithm and also the penalty cost of our uncertainty handling strategy.
Simulation results in our previous paper [9] show that our proposed strategy using an interval of uncertainty is robust and ensures deadline guarantees with minimal penalty cost. We extend the results in this paper by performing more rigorous experimentation that reflect more scenarios in terms of varying the uncertainty interval and the workload sizes. The computational complexity of our proposed algorithm is same as IC-PCP algorithm. The result also shows that our proposal is robust in the face of uncertainty.
Challenges
• Scheduling workflows on IaaS Clouds involves many uncertainties due to the variable and unpredictable performance of Cloud resources. These uncertainties are modeled by probability distribution functions in past researches or totally ignored in some cases [6] .
• Scheduling using precise estimation is very sensitive to variations, especially for deadline-constrained scheduling problems. • Estimation or prediction of the real value of the tasks' execution times during the application scheduling process is difficult. Previous researches model task execution times using mean historical measurements or utilize machine learning prediction techniques. However, the estimated and real processing time often differs in both approaches, making them unsuited for deadlineconstrained scheduling. • Static scheduling algorithms have the ability to produce high-quality schedules, since they have a global view of all tasks in the workflow scheduling problem. However, they are rigid and unable to adapt to specificities of the IaaS Cloud environment. Dynamic scheduling algorithms on the other hand produce schedules with lower quality due to the limited, task-level view of the entire workflow, but adapt well to Cloud specificities since they are able to refine task placement decisions at runtime. They however tend to have high computational and time complexities. Hence the intuition behind our proposal is to develop a novel strategy to improve the performance of static algorithms by accounting for VM initialization time, performance variability and the uncertainty of task execution time. In doing this more realistic runtime estimates are used for scheduling which will improve the adaptability of the algorithm to the uncertainties in the cloud environment.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no other proposal in the literature that simultaneously takes into account the uncertainty of task processing time, VM start up delay and deadline constrained scheduling problem.
Contributions
To address the aforementioned challenges and the limita-tions of previous techniques, we make the following contributions in this paper:
• As one of our main contributions, we propose a new heuristic approach entitled Robust Deadline Constrained (RDC) scheduling algorithm, as an expansion of the previous IC-PCP algorithm. The novelty of our approach is that it is a static algorithm that considers the VM startup delay and the notion of uncertainty for the execution time of the workflow tasks. This allows for a more robust scheduler which can deal with varying task times. • As a second contribution, we propose a model for handling uncertainty of tasks processing times. This is essential in order to ensure schedules have deadline guarantee at runtime especially for deadline constrained applications. • As a third contribution, we compare the effectiveness of our technique and the RDC algorithm to that of IC-PCP which does not consider the uncertainty of task processing times and VM start up delays. The present paper focuses on the robustness of our technique for different degrees of uncertainties and for three categories of workflow sizes whilst quantifying the degree of penalty.
Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work, while, Sect. 3 provides a backdrop on uncertainties in IaaS cloud environments, introduces the IC-PCP algorithm and a brief overview of our proposal as a background to the main discussions of this paper. Section 4 describes the models for the application, infrastructure and the scheduling problem while Sect. 5 details the RDC resource provisioning and scheduling algorithm. Section 6 details the experimental evaluation and result while Sect. 7 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Many heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms have been proposed in past researches in which precise estimation of the tasks' processing times is considered to generate near optimal offline schedules. This is because traditional scheduling techniques are based on deterministic environments with homogeneous resources without risk or uncertainty considerations. Consequently, the system and application models used in such studies often make too optimistic assumptions about the performance of the infrastructure by assuming known and stable execution times for all tasks in the workflow application. In principle, scheduling under uncertainty is based on four approaches namely; reactive, fuzzy, stochastic, and robust or proactive [5] . This classification is with regard to the underlying mechanism used to model or manage uncertainty. Reactive mechanisms includes; dynamic schedul-ing, self-adaptation and rescheduling which are most suitable when the resource in the target environment fluctuates considerably. The online heuristics proposed by De Coninck et al. [10] and Cai et al. [11] exemplifies dynamic scheduling mechanism which is also know as just-in-time scheduling because tasks are scheduled as they become ready. Rescheduling dynamically reallocates tasks to resources during execution which results to additional communication and synchronization overheads making the technique costly. Sakellariou and Zhao [12] proposed a rescheduling policy that limits the number of rescheduling attempts at runtime in order to reduce cost. While these techniques are effective to some extent, they are computationally expensive. The fuzzy approach uses fuzzy set theory to model imprecision in task scheduling. Moura et al. [13] proposed fGrid using fuzzy logic to treat uncertainty, and Fayad et al. proposed a fuzzy grid scheduler using tabu search algorithm [14] . Also, the TVM-Fuzzy scheduler described in [15] minimizes the application makespan under uncertain bandwidth condition. Stochastic techniques are based on probabilistic methods for generating schedules with high probability of attaining near optimal performance. For example, in [16] , the task processing time was characterized by a normally distributed random variable. Using historical execution data, Poola et al. [17] proposed a robust workflow scheduling algorithm which handled uncertainty by the assumption of a known distribution function for all input data. Malawski et al. [18] assumed imprecise task processing times and modeled this uncertainty based on a uniform distribution.
It has been argued that many real life situations have insufficient information to enable the characterization of the probability distribution functions for all random parameters required for scheduling [6] . This has brought forth other approaches. For example, Bittencourt et al. [19] proposed an adaptive strategy to reduce the impact of uncertainty introduced by wrong estimations by using relative costs in the input data for both processing and communication times. A proactive task replication technique was used in [20] to mitigate the effect of performance variation while scheduling on Cloud resources. The technique however results into a high increase in cost of scheduling which negates the optimization objective in the Cloud environment.
Scheduling systems that synthesize uncertainty for robustness are traditionally executed via either a probabilistic approach or a worst case scenario [5] . Hence, our proposal is based on the knowledge of the interval of uncertainty. Having obtained the upper/lower bounds, our proposed scheme adopts the upper bound of execution time and guarantees the promised deadline. Furthermore, the choice of this simplistic approach implies that uncertainty is treated as interval variables rather than random variable.
Similar to our work are the SCS algorithm [21] designed to minimize cost and meet application deadlines in cloud workflows, and the knapsack-based scheduling algorithm [22] . They both combine static and dynamic approaches to find a compromise between adaptability (dealing with uncertainty) and the benefits of global optimisa-tion. Also similar to our work is the deadline based scheduling heuristics called Deadline Bottom Level (DBL) and Deadline Early Time (DET) proposed by Yuan et al. [23] . The DET strategy however ignored communication time between tasks and both stategies did not consider the uncertainty of task runtime estimations for scheduling decisions. The uncertainty handling strategy in this work was inspired by the work by Fard et al. which considered the knowledge of the uncertainty interval for the proposed Robust MO-HEFT algorithm [6] . They approached the scheduling problem as a multi-objective optimization problem which differs from our approach, a cost optimized, deadline-constrained heuristic-based scheduling problem.
Background
In this section, we give a backdrop on uncertainties in IaaS cloud environments in the context of workflow scheduling. Next we briefly introduce the IC-PCP scheduling algorithm for a better understanding of the paper and then we present an overview of our proposal and how it differs from IC-PCP.
Uncertainties in IaaS Cloud Environment
Uncertainties exist in IaaS clouds due to several factors such as: breakdown of virtual or physical machines, poorly managed virtualization strategies leading to over subscription effects such as interference from running collocated tenants' applications, heterogeneous nature of the underlying physical machine and variant setup time which leads to unexpected performance of cloud instances [5] . The type of uncertainty considered in this paper is performance variation. VMs' performances vary due to the heterogeneous nature of the underlying physical infrastructure which is bound to occur as newer processor models are progressively used to replace old ones. At the minimum, this heterogeneity can also be due to having different hardware releases. Consequently, multiple hardware platforms are sometimes used to support the same class of instances as shown in a study of 9000 Amazon EC2 instance classes where the M1 and C1 classes of were found to be supported by 6 and 4 different hardware platforms respectively [24] . Whilst some IaaS providers advertise the association of instance classes to a hardware platform, others do not. Hence, the extent of heterogeneity can only be cognized via exploratory studies such as [24] . There are several other factors that could lead to performance variation, such as network delays, datacenter load and VM consolidations [17] .
Another type of uncertainty in IaaS cloud scheduling is failure. Inadvertent factors such as, failure of a virtual machine or the breakdown of a physical machine can influence the behavior of IaaS cloud resources leading to task(s) execution failure. Consequently, this leads to technical uncertainty in terms of impossibility to predict the exact results of orchestration decisions. However, many IaaS providers' global cloud infrastructure allows for building infrastructure fault-tolerant applications, by orchestrating instances into sub-layers facilitated by availability zones and regions. Furthermore, fault tolerant workflow scheduling algorithms have been proposed [25] . For example, the work by Poola et al. [17] , whilst similar to ours in the sense that the robust scheduling handles performance variations of heterogeneous cloud resources with deadline constraint, its resource allocation policies focused on addressing fault tolerance whilst scheduling workflows to minimize makespan. Hence, our work is not directly comparable, as the scheduling objective and context differs significantly.
Although the sources of uncertainty might differ in IaaS and traditional distributed environments, the uncertainty behavior is similar since it leads to unexpected failure and variable performance of virtualized resources in both cases.
IC-PCP Algorithm
The IC-PCP scheduling algorithm is based on the Partial Critical Path (PCP) algorithm [26] which was proposed for the Grid. The IC-PCP scheduling algorithm is an extension of the PCP algorithm adapted to the Cloud environment. It consists of the Deadline Distribution and the Planning phases. The deadline distribution phase first assigns all tasks into Paths. The first path to be generated is called the Partial Critical Path which includes the actual entry and exist tasks. This path determines how deadlines are distributed among the critical tasks. The critical tasks are assigned a subdeadline which is used to compute the subdeadlines of all other parent tasks in the workflow. This procedure continues recursively until all the tasks are assigned to a path, and given subdeadlines. This ends the deadline distribution phase. The planning phase does the actual scheduling by mapping the workflow tasks to resources by selecting the cheapest resource that ensures the deadline will be met.
RDC Algorithm Overview
Our proposed RDC scheduling algorithm has four important phases as follows:
• Workflow Segmentation and Initial Resource Estimation: The tasks in the workflow are segmented into dependency free levels and the level with the maximum number of tasks is used to estimate the number of computational resources required for the workflow execution. • Task Selection and Grouping: Tasks are selected and grouped into paths based on their dependency with the aim of eliminating the largest data transfer times between adjacent tasks. • Deadline Distribution and Instance Selection: The deadline distribution strategy determines the instance types to be selected for scheduling from the initial resource pool. The cheapest instance is selected to execute all tasks in a given path without exceeding the deadline constraint.
• Schedule Generation and Resource provisioning Furthermore, our work differs from IC-PCP with the following IaaS Cloud aware extensions: IC-PCP algorithm assumes that the number of resources to be used for scheduling is known before hand, ignoring the applied constraint on the total amount of simultaneous resources. RDC scheduling algorithm ensures that the number of resources does not exceed the provider specified quota. Secondly, the IC-PCP algorithm does not dictate the start and stop times of the VM instances for accurate cost estimation. Our model includes a strategy for determining instance UPTIME. In addition, it accounts for both data transfer times and the Cloud resource initialization time during the scheduling process which were both ignored by the IC-PCP algorithm. Moreover, it uses an interval of uncertainty in estimating tasks' execution times as against the use of precise estimations in IC-PCP.
The Model
This section describes the models for the workflow, the IaaS Cloud and the basics of the scheduling problem underneath the work presented in the paper. Table 1 denotes the key notations used in modeling and their meanings.
Workflow Model
Scientific workflow applications vary in size and computational demands. They are modeled as Directed Acyclic
represents the set of tasks that compose the workflow and the directed edge-set E = {e i j | (t i , t j ) ∈ T } represents intertask dependencies between contiguous tasks. This dependency e i j symbolizes the precedence constraint between t i and t j , establishing that task t i needs to execute before t j . Topological orderings of DAGs makes it easy to visualize workflows. The computational demand of each task is defined as its workload and represented as wl(t i ), expressed in millions of instructions (MI). The size of data which need to be transferred from t i to t j is denoted D i j and represented by a matrix defined by
A task can have one or more parents and cannot start until all parent tasks have completed and the necessary data received. All parents to a task t i are called its predecessors, denoted pred(
Similarly, all the children of a task t i are referred to as its successors, denoted
The root node(s) in a DAG represents a task without parents and is called the entry task while the leaf node(s) represents a task without children referred to as exit task. In order to ensure that all DAGs have a single entry and exit task, two dummy tasks (t entry , t exit ) with zero computation workload and communication data are appended to the beginning and end of the DAG structure respectively. Table 1 Notations. Notation Meaning W workflow DAG t i a task t asd an assigned task t cp critical parent of an assigned task T set of tasks e i j data dependence between tasks t i and t j wl(t i ) computational demand of task t i D i j size of data to be transferred from t i to t j E D T × T matrix of communication data between tasks
unassigned predecessor(s) of task t i t entry dummy entry task added to the DAG t 
data transfer time between t i and t j sched
Latest Finishing Time of t i T S T ART (CR) i time-stamp for the start time of t i on cr j T FINIS H(CR) i time-stamp for the finishing time of t i on cr j P a path or group of tasks for co-scheduling T UPT IME(CR) P total time cr j needs to executes all tasks in P S lower schedule generated with lb(ET k i ) S upper schedule generated with ub(ET k i ) p penalty cost
IaaS Cloud Infrastructure Model
Commercial IaaS cloud providers offer a heterogeneous set of Instance Types denoted IT = {it 1 , it 2 , . . . , it |IT | }. Associated with each instance type k is its initialization time T init , computational capability PC k expressed in million instructions per second (MIPs), the uncertainty factor U k which models the unpredictability of the performance of a cloud resource, and the monetary cost of leasing the instance C k per unit time as advertised by the cloud provider. We denote the set of computational resources as CR = |CR| j=1 {cr j }. During the workflow execution, the |CR| of the computational resources is dynamic since instances can be provisioned and terminated on-demand. It is however capped at a maximum value Q max as defined by the quota enforced by the cloud provider. Each computation resource cr j is associated to an instance type it k , and an estimated lease start time LS T cr j and lease end time LET cr j . The execution time ET k i of a task t i on a resource cr j which is an instance type k is modeled as follows:
We assumed that the lower and upper bounds of the execution time are known. Thus, execution time can be described in the interval
The uncertainty of ET k i reduces as the difference between the lb(ET k i ) and ub(ET k i ) reduce. The data transfer time between adjacent tasks is computed as the ratio between D i j and the bandwidth BW between the resources (cr(t i ), cr(t j )) used to execute task t i and t j respectively, defined as follows:
where L is the loss in the data transfer performance in the IaaS cloud environment. T (e i j ) = 0 whenever t i and t j are executed on the same instance.
Scheduling System Model
We define M to represent a mapping comprising tuples of the form m cr j t i = (t i , cr j , S T t i , FT t i ) denoting execution ordering and mapping of each task t i on to a computational resource cr j ∈ CR POOL , where S T t i and FT t i is the Start Time and Finish Time of each task. We define some important scheduling parameters. The Execution Time of t i on cr(t i ) is defined as follows:
where p is the parent task of t i with the largest input data. The Completion Time CT (t i ) of a task with respect to its predecessor(s) can be computed as follows:
The workflow total execution time or makespan (W T ET ) is time between the start of the first task in the workflow until the completion of the last task in the workflow defined as the maximum completion time of all tasks as follows:
Associated to each workflow scheduling problem is a deadline DL W defined as the user-specified time limit for the complete execution of all tasks in the workflow. We define three important parameters of the unscheduled tasks in the workflow. The EST, EFT and LFT which stands for the Earliest Start Time, Earliest Finishing Time and Latest Finishing Time respectively [27] .
LFT
In computing the monetary cost of the computational resources, we assume that time stamps T S T ART (CR) i and T FINIS H(CR) i are recorded for each task executed. The task selection strategy used in the RDC scheduling algorithm groups tasks into Paths for co-scheduling to eliminate large data transfer times. The paths are subsequently scheduled on a resource determined by the instance selection strategy. This implies that the value of [T FINIS H(CR) l − T S T ART (CR) 1 ] for the last and first tasks in a path indicates the period of time in which the selected resource needs to be active for the execution of all tasks in the path denoted T UPT IME(CR) P . Hence the cost of a resource cr j used to execute all the tasks in path is defined as follows:
We convert the total time in seconds to minutes and use the ceiling operator to round this value to the nearest minute. We compute the total cost of executing the workflow as the sum of all m computational resources provisioned for the scheduling task:
Cost(cr j )
We ignore the data transfer cost as this cost component is often not charged by providers for instances within the same data center and region. The storage cost is constant and was ignored as well, since it would not affect the scheduling estimates. We also assume that every resource is released after the completion of the last task in the path, and, the resource on which the critical path (containing the exit task(s)) is scheduled is the last to be released. The scheduling problem is formally defined as follows: For a given workflow W containing a finite number of tasks modelled as a DAG W = (T, E), find a schedule defined in terms of sched W = (CR POOL , M, W T EC , W T ET ) which minimizes W T EC and for which the value of W T ET does not exceed DL W , i.e., 
Minimize W T EC sub ject to W T ET ≤ DL W

Modeling Uncertainty
Our model for handling uncertainty maps a schedule S in the schedule space derived from ET k i ∈ [lb(ET k i ), ub(ET k i )] onto schedules S lower and S upper in the objective space such that S lower and S upper are derived from lb(ET k i ) and ub(ET k i ) respectively. This mapping is depicted in Fig. 1 . A penalty p as defined in Eq. (12) is the potential cost to be forfeited due to this uncertainty handling strategy.
The idea is to find a schedule that always guarantees the user specified deadline is met with minimum cost while at the same time achieving the minimum penalty. By applying lb(ET k i ) to the schedule S upper , we can guarantee that the deadline will be met with a penalty p in the worst case scenario. This strategy mitigates the effect of performance variation of Cloud resources in workflow tasks' execution times for deadline-constrained scheduling.
The RDC Resource Provisioning and Scheduling Algorithm
This section describes an illustrative example and gives detailed description of our heuristic-based RDC resource provisioning and scheduling algorithm. It is a full-ahead offline scheduling algorithm tailored for handling the uncertainty associated with the performance of IaaS Cloud resources. RDC algorithm together with the model for handling uncertainty works. The upper table in the figure presents the tasks execution times on three available instance types it 1 , it 2 and it 3 as presented in [7] , while the lower table describes the tasks execution times based on our proposed interval of uncertainty described earlier. The cost per VM for a timing interval of 10 time units is also depicted in the table as well as the overall workflow deadline which is fixed as 30 time units. Figure 3 (a) represents the schedule generated by the IC-PCP algorithm based on the settings described above. The red line in the figure denotes the workflow deadline while the arrow denotes data dependencies between computational resources. The generated schedule does not consider uncertainty as it assumes that the computational resources are able to maintain their performance throughout the execution of the workflow and thus is able to complete execution by the specified deadline. However in the face of uncertainty due to provisioning delays and longer task running times due to poor Cloud resource performance, the generated schedule violates the deadline constraint as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . The green hatched areas denote delay due to VM initialization and the red hatched line denotes the time required to shutdown the computational resource. Consequently the actual economic cost which was estimated to be 14 based on the original IC-PCP algorithm increased to 18 at runtime, whilst the workflow makespan increased from 29 to 33 violating the deadline constraint. This violation was due to the choice of computational resources while generating the schedule offline. Figure 3 (c) shows the schedule generated by the RDC algorithm which considers the provisioning delay and adopts the upper bound of the tasks execution times described in the lower table in Fig. 2 . This schedule is able to tolerate delays of all tasks' execution on all the computational resources. The choice of the computational resources in the generated schedule is able to guarantee that the deadline will be met in the worst case scenario where all tasks execution time increased to the upper bound. Interestingly, the economic cost is also 18 while the workflow's makespan is reduced to 28. Consequently, by applying the lower bounds of the tasks execution times to the schedule generated by RDC algorithm, the deadline constraint is still guaranteed with a penalty cost of 2.
An Illustrative Example
RDC Scheduling Algorithm
The idea of the RDC algorithm is to produce schedules that can meet the user-specified deadline constraint in a Cloud environment at the lowest possible cost whilst considering the uncertainty in the estimates of task processing times that result from performance variation of Cloud resources. The pseudo-codes for the RDC scheduling algorithm and its subroutines are shown in Algorithms 1 -5. The initial step of the RDC algorithm involves the determination of the number of computational resources required for the initial resource pool for the workflow scheduling algorithm. This important step prevents the scheduler from having to deal with a very large amount of resources, hence increasing its time complexity. Also, this step portrays the realistic scenario in the IaaS Cloud environment where customers' access to simultaneous active resources is often capped at a maximum of which they can proactively request an increase if required. The estimateMaxParallelism procedure is called to carry out this step which returns an estimate for the number of computational resources required for a given workflow. We elaborate on the estimateMaxParallelism procedure in Sect. 5.3. Next the algorithm computes the matrix ET k i for estimates of the execution time of each task on each of the instance types it k ∈ CR INIT IAL . Similarly, the estimated data transfer time E D matrix is also computed. Next, the start time of the t entry node is set to T init rather than 0 to account for the average boot time of VMs, while that of t exit is set to the specified workflow deadline DL W . Both t entry and t exit are marked as assigned and the findCriticalPath procedure is called for t exit to find all critical paths in the workflow as sub-workflows. Section 5.4 elaborates more on the findCriticalPath procedure. This procedure is called recursively until all tasks in the workflow get assigned to a path and are scheduled. The final schedule sched W is returned which marks the end of the algorithm.
Workflow Segmentation and Resource Estimation
The estimateMaxParallelism procedure described in Algorithm 2 uses the structural information of the workflow DAG to estimate the maximum number of tasks that can be executed in parallel. The Level of Parallelism (LoP) of a workflow is estimated via simulating an execution "wave" through the DAG [28] . This estimation requires knowledge about the structure of the DAG and the estimated execution time of the entire workflow. The procedure processes tasks in the workflow in sequential order from the entry task(s) to the exit task(s) maintaining the task precedence constraint. In the beginning, the procedure picks tasks that are successors of the dummy t entry (i.e. actual entry tasks) and assigns them to level 0 and group 1 respectively. Then, in a breathfirst search it identifies tasks that are successors of tasks that are already assigned to a level and group, increments the group and level number then assigns those tasks to the next groups and level and so on. The procedure ensures that the exit task(s) are the last to be assigned a group and level number. Next, it counts the number of tasks in each group to determine the group with the maximum number of tasks. Fig-Fig. 4 Sample workflow with 9 tasks showing workflow segmentation and resource estimation. The size of the largest recorded tokenized nodes (max t count (G n )) is the approximated LoP value.
Algorithm 2 Workflow Segmentation and Resource Estimation
while t i pred(t exit ) do 9:
for all t i ∈ succ(t j ) |t j ∈ G n do 10:
temp ← t i 11: end for 12:
l := l + 1; L N = l; n := n + 1 13:
end while 15:
n := n + 1; l := l + 1; L N = l 16: G n ← t i ; GoT ← GoT ∪ {(L N , G n )} 17: end for 18: for all G n ∈ GoT do 19: count {t i ∈ G n } 20:
t count (G n ) ← t count (G n ) ∪ G n 21: end for 22: CR REQ := max{t count (G n )} 23: if CR REQ ≤ Q max then 24: return CR REQ 25: else 26: stop /* Request Increase in Quota */ 27: end if ure 4 shows the DAG structure of a sample workflow with nine tasks and how the workflow is segmented into levels and groups. It shows an example of the operation of this procedure, and how tokens are passed from the entry node(s) until the exit node(s). The value of the maximum number of tasks is assigned to CR REQ and returned by the procedure as the estimated number of resources required for the workload execution. This final estimated value represents the approximated LoP of the workflow being considered. The procedure also stops when the estimated number of computational resources required exceeds the quota prompting the user to proactively request an increase in quota for the computational resource in order to successfully execute the workflow. The quality of estimation returned by the procedure depends on the structure of the DAG. Hence, correct estimation of CR REQ is not guaranteed by the algorithm, since the structure of workflows vary. Preliminary experiments were conducted to compare the LoP approximation values of different workflow DAGs and sizes with the exact LoP values. The result as depicted in Fig. 5 shows that estimateMaxParallelism procedure approximates the actual LoP value well for the selected workflows. Although, there can be situations where the procedure will underestimate the LoP, this does not have significant effect on the scheduling algorithm as the pool size used by the scheduling algorithm is |CR REQ | * k where k is the number of available instance types. Therefore, it is possible for the scheduling algorithm to select more than |CR REQ | computational resources if required provided it is not greater than Q max .
Task Selection
The pseudo-code for findCriticalPath procedure is shown in Algorithm 3. This is similar to the parent assigning algorithm of IC-PCP [7] . The algorithm picks an assigned node and places all the un-assigned parent tasks of the node in a single pipeline/path called the critical path (lines 2 − 16). This procedure in its first call takes the assigned t exit and finds all its unassigned predecessors pred(t exit ). Then it determines the parent node with the highest value of the estimated data transfer time between the parent node and t exit . This node is assigned as the critical parent node and selected amongst all other candidate nodes. The idea is to eliminate the highest data transfer times while scheduling by placing adjacent tasks with high data transfer times in the same path. The procedure follows back the critical parent until the assigned t entry node is reached (lines 4 − 9). This ends the task selection process for the creation of the first path. Then, the schedulePath procedure is called (line 10) which performs the instance type selection as well as the deadline distribution strategy required for a successful schedule ensuring that 
Algorithm 3 Assignment of tasks into Paths
1: procedure f indCriticalPath(t asd ) 2: while ∃ unassigned pred(t asd ) do 3: P ← ∅, t i ← t asd 4:
while ∃ unassigned tasks t p ∈ uapred(t i ) do 5:
determine t cp := t p | max{T (e pi )} 6:
P → t cp ∪ P /* Add t cp to the beginning of P */ 7: remove t cp from uapred(t i ) 8:
t i ← t cp 9: end while 10:
call schedulePath(P) 11:
for all t i ∈ P do 12:
call f indCriticalPath(t i ) 15: end for 16: end while the workflow deadline is met. Section 5.5 details the sched-ulePath algorithm. After the schedulePath algorithm successfully schedules all the tasks in the path given to it, the ESTs and EFTs of the successor tasks of the tasks in the path are updated based on the start and finish time of the tasks that have been scheduled. Similarly, the LFT of all the predecessors of the tasks in the path are also updated. Subsequently, the findCriticalPath procedure is called recursively to schedule all unassigned predecessors of all the tasks that have been marked as assigned in the schedulePath procedure.
Instance Selection, Deadline Distribution and Scheduling
Algorithm 4 shows the pseudo-code for the schedulePath procedure. First is the instance selection strategy (lines 3−11). This procedure receives the critical path (P) containing the actual entry and exit tasks in its first call. A temporary resource pool is initialized by adding all cloud instance types as potential new computational resources. The empty set ES U M is also initialized to hold estimated values for the total execution time of the path on all the computational resources in the temporary resource pool. The total execution time of the path on each of the potential computational resources is computed and updated in ES U M. Note that the VM initialization time is considered which includes the time for all t i ∈ P do 6:
T ET k := t i ∈P ET k i + T k init 7: end for 8:
end for 10:
determine all it k with T ET k ≤ DL W 11:
choose cr j ← it k with the least cost per billing unit 12:
for t i ∈ P do 13:
compute ES T (t i ), EFT (t i ), LFT (t i ) based on cr j 14:
set
end for 17: else 18:
for all it k ∈ tempPool do 19:
for all t i ∈ P do 20:
end for 23: end for 24:
choose cr j ← it k with the least cost per billing unit 25: end if 26: M ← (t i , cr j , S T t i , FT t i ) ∪ M 27: CR POOL ← CR POOL ∪ cr j 28: set all t i ∈ P as assigned taken for the input file to be transferred onto the entry task. Next, the algorithm checks up on all the instances that can satisfy the entire workflow deadline specified by the user. The instance type with the least cost is selected from the list of candidate resources and assigned as the selected optimal computational resource to execute all the tasks in the given path.
Next is the deadline distribution strategy (lines 12−16). The ESTs, EFTs and LFTs of all tasks in the path are recomputed based on the selected resource. The subdeadline (S L DL N (t l )) for all unscheduled tasks in the same level as each of the tasks in the current path is set. The subdeadline value is set to be between the EFT and the LFT for each task in the current path. The start and finish time of each task is also set (line 15). For subsequent paths (P), the instance selection strategy differs slightly. First the estimates of the total execution time for each path must include the data transfer time for the input and output files as well as the VM initialization time (line 20). Secondly, the instance selection strategy determines all instances that can meet the subdeadline as defined by the critical path and chooses the instance with the least cost from the list of applicable instances. This implies that the LFT of previously assigned tasks must not be violated. Then it maps all tasks in the path on the selected computational resource (line 26). The selected resource is added to the computation resource pool (line 27) and all tasks in the current path are marked as assigned. The procedure terminates and control flow returns to the find-CriticalPath algorithm to update the ESTs, EFTs and LTFs.
Resource Provisioning
The resource provisioning algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5. It takes the mapping M generated and provisions the computational resources CR POOL required to execute all the tasks as defined in M. The resource pool is elastic and ensures that the number of simultaneously active resources as determined at the schedule generation phase does not exceed the enforced quota (line 3). It also takes time-stamps at the beginning and end of the execution of each task. Finally it terminates all instances after the last task is executed and the data is transferred to the resource executing tasks in the critical path. Also, it ensures that the instances provisioned for executing tasks in the critical path(s) are the last to be terminated. The W T EC and W T ET are computed and the schedule sched W is constructed and returned.
Time Complexity
The number of computational resources considered for scheduling can often become large. For a scenario with unlimited resource access in which scheduling decision is made for tasks individually, the complexity of scheduling n tasks in an IaaS Cloud environment offering k instance types is (k+n−1)! (k−1)! [6] . This is because the resource pool increases as scheduling decision is made for each task.
We focused on obtaining the upper bound from the structure of the problem using our solution method. Thence, we examined the complexity of the procedures that constitute the RDC algorithm individually. This time complexity analysis details the upper bound that applies to all inputs determined from the worst case inputs to the algorithm which depends on the number of dependencies d that exist in the workflow, estimated as d = (n−1)(n−2) 2 to the utmost degree, since W is acyclic.
The RDC algorithm calls the estimateMaxParallelism and findCriticalPath procedure which in turn calls the schedulePath procedure. The estimateMaxParallelism procedure requires only forward processing of all nodes in the workflow as each node is visited only once and assigned into a group which is subsequently counted, hence the time complexity is O(n). The findCriticalPath is a recursive procedure which determines the path for the input workflow and schedules it. Hence, the recursive process of assigning tasks to path and updating the time parameters requires both forward and backward processing of n nodes and d dependencies. Hence the time complexity is utmost O(n + d) ≈ O(n 2 ). Scheduling a task requires finding an applicable computational resource from the initial resource pool. Suppose m is the maximum number of computational resource, the complexity of scheduling all workflow tasks it utmost O(m × n). Also, each task has at most (n − 1) predecessors and successors, hence the complexity of updating ES T (t i ), EFT (t i ) and LFT (t i ) for all tasks in the workflow is also utmost O(n 2 ).
Finally for the provisionInstance algorithm, since the entire tasks in a path are scheduled on the same instance, a single instance is provisioned to execute all tasks in the single path. Since the resource pool size is pre-estimated at the scheduling phase whose maximum number is restricted by Q max , the time complexity is utmost O(n× Q max ) which is less than O(n 2 ) obtainable in a scenario where the pool size is unlimited and there is no quota enforced.
Experimental Evaluation and Result
In this section we describe the experiments conducted to evaluate the RDC scheduling algorithm, report our simulation results with analysis and discussions. We conducted experiments using the CloudSim [29] toolkit and its Work-flowSim [30] extension. The infrastructure model for our evaluation is based on Google Compute Engine (GCE). We simulated a testing environment with six instance types. Table 2 details the characteristics of the instance types used in our simulations and were accurate as at November 2017 † . Our simulation scenario consists of a single Cloud data center with 100 hosts. Keeping the workflow in a single data center obviates one of the possible sources of execution delay and costs incurred by inter data center data transfers. Each host has 8 cores and 128 GB of RAM. The processing capacity of each instance is expressed in Million Instruc- † https://cloud.google.com/compute/pricing tions Per second (MIPs). The average bandwidth between instances was fixed as 100Mbps for the computation of data transfer times based on Eq. (2). We considered provisioning delays that could occur in the cloud environment and adopted a 60 seconds VM initialization time in the experiments. We adopted the on-demand, pay-as-use GCE pricing model for all the VM types considered in our simulations. We assume that each task scheduled on a VM has exclusive access to the VM resources. The workflow description files used in our simulation are synthetic scientific workflows available in DAX format used by the Pegasus Workflow Management System † . Synthetic workflows from five real applications: Montage, Epigenomics, LIGO, SIPHT and Cybershake were considered. Juve et al. [31] and Bharathi et al. [32] detail the structure, task composition and other characteristics of these workflows in their work. The execution time defined in the DAX files for all the applications considered is assumed to be achieved by the n1-standard-1 instance type. Each workload application was evaluated with three different task sizes categorized as small, medium and large based on the number of tasks as described in Table 3 . The overheads incurred by the workflow management system was ignored as it largely depends on the implentation technique used for the workflow management which could be cyclical with respect to the number of tasks managed [30] or modelled as a constant additional time for each task [33] .
Experimental Parameters
Two schedules S LM and S HM were generated by scheduling all workflow tasks on the most powerful instance (n1- † https://confluence.pegasus.isi.edu/display/pegasus/Home standard-8) and the least powerful instance (f1-micro) respectively. The workflow deadline was generated using the following equation:
The makespan of the fastest schedule (denoted W T ET (S LM )) and the slowest schedule (denoted W T ET (S HM )) was used in Eq. (13) with the variable deadline parameter γ to determine the tightness or looseness of the deadline constraint (DL W ) in our simulations. We consider when U k = 1 to be the lower bound of ET k i , which corresponds to the special case of when there is no uncertainty to produce schedule RDC(lower) using the actual task execution time of the applications denoted lb(ET k i ) as shown in Table 4 . The IC-PCP scheduling solution is also based on the execution time used by schedule RDC(lower). For the upper bound, we wanted the length of the interval of uncertainty to reflect different levels of execution time variation. Thence we increment the value of lb(ET k i ) by 15% in steps of 5% to obtain the execution time ub(ET k i ) and generate schedules RDC(upper1), RDC(upper2), and RDC(upper3). In addition, we generate a scheduling solution RDC(random) by considering random execution time for each task within the interval of uncertainty. For the loss in each data transfer performance, we consider an average of 5% loss and set L = +5%.
Experimental Results
Inadequacy of Static Scheduling in IaaS Clouds
First, we investigate the degree of inadequacy of static scheduling solutions in the IaaS Cloud environment in terms of robustness to variations in task execution time. In order to avoid unnecessary disturbance caused by setting the deadline constraint too tight or too relaxed, the deadline parameter was fixed as γ = 0.4 for this experiment. To investigate the impact of ignoring the uncertainty in task processing times, we compute the workflow makespan for IC-PCP by applying the varied execution times used in generating schedules RDC(upper1), RDC(upper2) and RDC(upper3). The results for the three workflow categories is depicted in Fig. 6 . As a first observation, we find that for all scheduling solutions of IC-PCP the deadline constraint was violated for all the applications with a few exceptions for the Montage application. This exception was observed only for the cases where the upper bound was varied by 5% (IC-PCP(ub1) for all the categories for Montage application. Our second general observation is that the performance both in terms of meeting the deadline and makespan, varies considerable across all workflows as the interval of uncertainty is varied. Apparently, IC-PCP being a static algorithm is unable to adapt to the varying execution times at runtime. However, the different scheduling solutions for the different workflow types almost always have similar relative performance with respect to the workflow sizes. In particular for all the RDC scheduling solutions. The performance of IC-PCP also worsens as we increase the interval of uncertainty. Although the IC-PCP scheduling solution is able to meet the deadline constraint with minimum cost based on lb(ET k i ), the selection of resources could not meet the specified deadline when the execution time was increased to reflect varying degrees of loss in performance of Cloud resources. On the other hand, by applying lb(ET k i ) used in RDC(lower) to the scheduling solutions RDC(upper1), RDC(upper2) and RDC(upper3) the user specified deadline constraint is always guaranteed, though with a penalty cost which we discussed next in Sect. 6.2.2. This result demonstrates that our uncertainty model and scheduling strategy decision based on the knowledge of the interval of uncertainty and adoption of the upper bound of the uncertainty interval is robust under variation of task execution time in the Cloud environment. It also implies that usage of unchanging task runtime estimates for static scheduling algorithms such as IC-PCP is inadequate in the Cloud environment.
Penalty Costs
Secondly, we investigate the penalty cost in the worst case scenario when lb(ET k i ) is applied to RDC(upper1), RDC(upper2) and RDC(upper3). The results for the three workflow categories is depicted in Fig. 7 . As can be expected, the penalty cost in the worst case scenario increased as the length of the interval of uncertainty increases. This can be attributed to the fact that the RDC algorithm selects more powerful instances at the instance selection stage in order to guarantee the deadline constraint met, and this consequently increased the cost of scheduling. This effect is especially more pronounced for computation intensive applications like Epigenomics. As Fig. 7 shows more powerful instances were selected as we varied the upper bound of the tasks execution time in our experiment. Also the penalty cost when using random values of ET k i generated from the interval ET k i ∈ [lb(ET k i ), ub3(ET k i )] was investigated. The result shows minimal penalty cost for RDC(upper3) and RDC(random) as depicted in Fig. 7 in comparison to the results for the worst case scenario discussed earlier. This observation entails that by including a minimum penalty, the penalty factor can be considered while making scheduling decisions in the Cloud environment to guarantee that deadline constraints are conformed to. Consequently, shorter intervals of uncertainty will decrease the penalty cost to be considered for a robust scheduling solution.
Discussion
Static scheduling algorithms have the ability to produce high-quality schedules, since they have a global view of all tasks in the workflow scheduling problem. However, they are rigid and unable to adapt to specificities of the IaaS Cloud environment, such as resource performance vari-ability and provisioning delays which could affect the runtime estimates of task execution times and lead to scheduling failures. As shown in the results discussed in Sect. 6.2, the IC-PCP scheduling solution was unable to meet the deadline due to its usage of unchanging task runtime estimates.This demonstrates the extent of inadequacy of the IC-PCP scheduling solution whose decisions are based on fixed processing times in an environment characterized by varying degrees of uncertainty. Our new model mitigates these risks by considering the knowledge of an interval of uncertainty and a penalty cost for making robust scheduling decisions in the IaaS cloud environment.
Our strategy for the RDC provisioning and scheduling algorithm is a more realistic model compared to others from reviewed literature. It guarantees high workflow scheduling success rate in the IaaS Clouds whilst considering uncertainty with a penalty cost trade-off. Previous researches have considered modeling task execution times using the mean of historical measurements of processing times or via machine learning techniques. However, the estimated and real processing times differ in both approaches which leads to increased slack, and consequently violations of deadlines [34] . This shows that the knowledge of the interval of uncertainty is useful and beneficial for making robust deadline constrained scheduling decisions.
In terms of practicality, our proposed scheme can be applied to user level and system level scheduling to aid the development of stronger Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for IaaS. User level scheduling addresses non-functional QoS issues (e.g. application's deadline constraint) concerning service provision between the cloud providers and users, while system level scheduling handles the cloud resource management within the data centers. Developing robust schedulers that can handle uncertainties will guarantee such deadline constraints and forestall SLA violations. Also, workflow scheduling technique for enhancing SLAs exists in literature and has been explored for PaaS and SaaS [35] . Thus, the proposed scheme is complementary to cater for IaaS clouds.
Our motivation in considering the interval of uncertainty and choosing the upper bound for our robustness strategy is to investigate the extent and impact of cost increase, since we are optimizing for cost of workflow scheduling subject to a deadline constraint. A case of 12.5% uncertainty in processing time was considered in the study by Fard et al. [6] , and, a real experiment on Amazon EC2 infrastructure reports fluctuations of utmost 8% [36] . Thence we consider the 15% time variation for the upper bound of the uncertainty interval considered in our experiment to be reasonable. To obtain the upper/lower bound of the task execution time in practical use, we ideate that the best and worst execution time of VMs on a real computing resource can be obtained via techniques similar to user-controlled placement gaming strategy [37] or instance seeking technique [38] , where variable compute performance in supposedly similar instances (running VMs) was observed. Equivalently, the best and worst case execution time for a fixed workload can be observed in this context as the lower and upper bounds respectively. Another improvement in our proposal is the realistic consideration of a maximum limit (quota) and elastic computing resources both which were ignored by the IC-PCP algorithm.
Conclusion
The uncertainty of performance of Cloud infrastructural resources is an important IaaS Cloud specificities that need to be considered for scheduling workflows in the Clouds. However, it has been largely ignored in related work. In this paper we proposed and analysed a new heuristic based algorithm for cost-optimization and deadline constrained scheduling problems. Our proposal is a combined resource provisioning and scheduling strategy for handling uncertainty in scheduling workflows on IaaS Cloud resources. Our heuristic-based method called RDC provisioning and scheduling algorithm trades off a penalty cost for ensuring deadline guarantees whilst scheduling workflows. The novelty of our proposal is based on the knowledge of the interval of uncertainty for tasks' execution times, and also the consideration for VM startup delays which allows for robust scheduling with 100% deadline guarantees. The effectiveness of our proposal was compared to a static scheduling algorithm that does not consider the presence of uncertainty. Our scheduling strategy was able to flexibly deal with the selection of instances from a pool of heterogeneous instance types.
The quality of information supplied as input data to the schedulers at runtime is one of the main issues in scheduling problems. The resource model and the proposed algorithm makes allowance to account for uncertainty in the estimation of task processing time by considering the upper bound of the known interval of uncertainty for making scheduling decisions. This strategy produced high quality schedules that better resist fluctuations in task execution time and always guaranteed the deadline constraint with a penalty cost trade-off. The simulation experimental results show that our proposal outperforms the static IC-PCP algorithm and is more successful in meeting deadlines whilst scheduling in an environment characterized by varying degrees of uncertainty. Our proposal is also able to deal with the realistic constraints imposed by IaaS providers which restrict the number of computational resources that can be acquired at the same time by a single cloud user. It is robust to uncertainty and ensures deadline guarantees that better reflect the cloud dynamics.
We acknowledge the technical limitations of our work based on the assumption on the knowledge of the interval of uncertainty and the simulation environment used for evaluations. Thus, we recognize the need for additional experiments based on data obtained on real cloud computing resources to characterize the interval of uncertainty. This is cost-prohibitive but can be explored to further demonstrate the technical worthiness of our proposal. Hence, we plan to extend this work in the future by; characterizing the in-terval of uncertainty based on data obtained on real cloud computing resources; exploring comparisons with dynamic or hybrid scheduling schemes; and considering the applicability of our proposal to the Fog and Edge Computing environments and scheduling scenarios.
